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Selective Bibliography and Sources of the Quotations

CH. 1: SEEING THE LAND

Alt, David D., and Donald W. Hyndman, *Roadside Geology of Idaho* (1989);
Arrington, Leonard J., "Irrigation In the Snake River Valley: An Historical Overview," *Idaho Yesterdays* 30 (Summer/Spring 1986):3-11
["They thought I was crazy" quote from p. 8]; Bartlett, Richard, *Great Surveys of the American West* (1962);
Hackett, Bill, Jack Pelton, and Chuck Brockway, *Geohydrologic Story of the Eastern Snake River Plain and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory* (November 1986);
Maley, Terry, *Exploring Idaho Geology* (1987);
Plew, Mark G., *An Introduction to the Archaeology of Southern Idaho* (1986);
Raymond, Rossiter W., *Mineral Resources of the States and Territories West of the Rocky Mountains* (1869), excerpted in "The Report of the Special Commissioner," *Idaho Yesterdays* 33 (Fall 1899) ["handwriting of nature" quote from p. 26];
Reed, Scott W., "The Other Uses of Water," *Idaho Yesterdays* 30 (Summer/Spring 1986) ["unholly alliance" quote from p. 38];
*State of Idaho, Dept. of Agriculture, 1989 Agriculture Statistics* (1989);

CH. 2: VOLCANIC CRESCENT


CH. 3: A CLIMATE OF CHANGE


CH. 4: NATIVE TRADITIONS


CH. 5: CONFRONTING THE DESERT

faith rewarded..." Mormon hymn quote from p. 61].
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Front Matter: p. 1 Glenn Oakley; 2-3 Steve Bly; 4-5 Steve Bly; 6-7 Glenn Oakley #67040312; 8-9 Randy Kaliske/F-Stock Inc, cat.

EPILOGUE

Confronting the Desert: pp. 122-123 photo by Clarence E. Biseb courtesy Idaho State Historical Society #73-221.506; 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum of Natural History — Idaho State University #3278 (bottom); 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #941.21 (hatchet-pipe), #1986.30.2 (glove), #1984.125.74 (beads), #1962.56.15 (budgume); 126 lithograph after a photo by J. Buchtel (1860) courtesy Oregon Historical Society neg. #ORHI 10126; 127 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1995.37.0 (top), Missouri Historical Society neg. #MS 3260; 128 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1992-14 (quiver), art by Gwennetta Bates.

State Historical Society #73-221.506; 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum of Natural History — Idaho State University #3278 (bottom); 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #941.21 (hatchet-pipe), #1986.30.2 (glove), #1984.125.74 (beads), #1962.56.15 (budgume); 126 lithograph after a photo by J. Buchtel (1860) courtesy Oregon Historical Society neg. #ORHI 10126; 127 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1995.37.0 (top), Missouri Historical Society neg. #MS 3260; 128 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1992-14 (quiver), art by Gwennetta Bates.

State Historical Society #73-221.506; 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum of Natural History — Idaho State University #3278 (bottom); 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #941.21 (hatchet-pipe), #1986.30.2 (glove), #1984.125.74 (beads), #1962.56.15 (budgume); 126 lithograph after a photo by J. Buchtel (1860) courtesy Oregon Historical Society neg. #ORHI 10126; 127 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1995.37.0 (top), Missouri Historical Society neg. #MS 3260; 128 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1992-14 (quiver), art by Gwennetta Bates.

Confronting the Desert: pp. 122-123 photo by Clarence E. Biseb courtesy Idaho State Historical Society #73-221.506; 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum of Natural History — Idaho State University #3278 (bottom); 124-125 maps by Gwennetta Bates and Chuck Scheer; 125 photos by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #941.21 (hatchet-pipe), #1986.30.2 (glove), #1984.125.74 (beads), #1962.56.15 (budgume); 126 lithograph after a photo by J. Buchtel (1860) courtesy Oregon Historical Society neg. #ORHI 10126; 127 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1995.37.0 (top), Missouri Historical Society neg. #MS 3260; 128 photo by Chuck Scheer courtesy Idaho State Historical Museum #1992-14 (quiver), art by Gwennetta Bates.